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Polypipe to cut 8% of 
jobs due to slowdown
UK-based pipe manufacturer 
Polypipe is to cut 250 jobs 
– around 8% of its workforce 
– caused by a slump in 
construction activity.

The UK construction 
industry has been badly 
affected by the Covid-19 
pandemic, it said.

“Forecasts from the 
Construction Products 
Association show that 
residential new build 
demand in 2021 is likely to 
be 20% lower than 2019, 
housing RMI 15% lower, and 
commercial demand 18% 
lower – even with recovery 
in the second half of 2021,” 
said the company.

Polypipe will now enter a 
consultation period with its 
employees. If carried out in 
full, it will lead to the loss of 
around 250 jobs.

“It is important to note that 

there is no planned perma-
nent closure of any facility, 
which leaves us well placed 
to react to any sustained but 
unexpected increase in 
customer demand,” the 
company added.

The company said it has 
seen some improvement in 
activity since May: although 
revenue in June 2020 was 
30% below 2019 levels, this 

compares with a 66% 
shortfall in April 2020.

The commercial and 
infrastructure systems 
segment remained “rela-
tively resilient” in this 
period, as the company was 
involved in a number of 
health service projects – es-
pecially in its Nuaire 
ventilation business. 
� www.polypipe.com

Polypipe is cutting 
250 jobs in the UK, 
though will not close 
any of its facilities 

US-based specialist 
extruder Pexco has ac-
quired plastic tube manu-
facturer Exlon Extrusion.

Exlon, based in Greens-
boro in North Carolina, 
offers custom and propri-
etary lines of nylon, 
polyurethane, polypropyl-
ene and polyethylene 
pneumatic tubing and 
recoil hose products.

“The acquisition of 
Exlon further expands our 
capabilities and technical 
expertise in high-perfor-
mance polymers,” said 
Sam Patel, CEO of Pexco. 
“The addition of Exlon’s 
personnel, equipment and 
relationships will provide 
valuable resources as we 
continue to demonstrate 
our proficiency with 
products that require 
higher-grade raw materials 
for niche applications.”

The takeover is Pexco’s 
seventh since it was 
acquired by private equity 
firm AEA Investors in 2018.

“We remain committed 
to pursuing investments 
that broaden our capabili-
ties,” said Patel.
� www.pexco.com

Pexco adds 
Exlon to its 
portfolio

Simona buys aquaculture pipe firm stake
Simona of Germany is buying a 75% 
stake in Stadpipe, a Norwegian 
supplier of aquaculture piping systems.

Stadpipe has around 50 employees 
at two sites in Norway. Its customers 
are mainly project planners and 
end-users in the aquaculture and oil 
and gas sectors. Its product range 
primarily includes pipes, fittings, 

pre-manufactured components and 
tanks made of polyethylene (PE).

Simona sees the growing global 
market for equipment used by fish 
farms as a core segment that it can 
supply with products for tank systems 
and pipelines. It says the acquisition of 
Stadpipe gives it access to project 
planning companies and end consum-

ers in the industry. 
“This will allow us to hone our 

industry focus when it comes to the 
growth market of aquaculture,” said 
Matthias Schönberg, CEO of Simona. 
“Stadpipe’s product range perfectly 
complements and extends our existing 
portfolio of pipes and fittings.”
� www.simona.de

VinylPlus may miss 2020 target
The European PVC industry 
says it may not meet its 
10-year recycling target at 
the end of this year, as 
recycling operations 
“deteriorated rapidly” after 

mid-March.
“It will be difficult to 

compensate the volumes 
that have been lost – but we 
will do what we can,” said 
Brigitte Dero, managing 

director of VinylPlus.
n A longer article on PVC 
recycling in Europe starts 
on page 37.
� www.vinylplus.eu
� www.plasticsrecyclers.eu
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Online tool calculates ideal wall 
thickness for HDPE conduit pipe
US-based Plastics Pipe Institute (PPI), 
has developed a free software tool 
helps determine the most appropriate 
wall thickness of HDPE conduit for 
horizontal directional drilling (HDD) 
techniques.

The Conduit Design Calculator 
(CDC) simplifies complicated calcula-
tions into an easy-to-use online 
application. It automates the Mini-HDD 
calculations pioneered by Larry Slavin 
and described in PPI TR-46. It uses 

inputs such as directional changes in 
the underground bore path, drill rod 
diameter, bore depth and length to 
determine the calculated tensile load 
on the selected HDPE conduit, as 
compared to its allowable safe pull 
strength.  

The calculator gives users the 
options of HDPE conduit manufactured 
from a standard- or higher-strength 
HDPE resin.

“As long as the jobsite conditions 

are known, the calculation for a given 
installation can be completed in two to 
three minutes, for most projects,” said 
Lance MacNevin of PPI, one of the 
project leaders.

Output can be emailed directly from 
the calculator, saved as a PDF file, or 
printed as a paper file to simplify 
sharing and record keeping, said PPI.

The calculator is available on PPI’s 
website.
� www.plasticpipe.org/conduitcalc

Nordson of the USA has 
acquired Fluortek – a 
plastic extrusion manufac-
turer that provides custom 
dimensioned tubing to the 
medical device industry. 

Fluortek will become 
part of the Nordson 
Medical product line. The 
acquisition builds on the 
company’s strategic 
objective to grow its 
offerings to the medical 
device market.

“As Nordson Medical 
continues to expand, the 
acquisition of Fluortek 
enhances our ability to 
deliver critical components 
that enable our customers’ 
most complex medical 
device innovations,” said 
Jeffrey Pembroke, execu-
tive vice president of 
Nordson Advanced 
Technology Solutions.

Terms of the deal were 
not disclosed.
� www.nordson.com

Nordson 
expands 
in medical

PE100 pipe delivers water to 
50,000 people in Mozambique
Water pipe made from 
PE100 from Borealis is 
helping to deliver water to 
more than 50,000 people in 
Mozambique.

Partners in the project to 
supply and install the pipe 
include Water & Sanitation 
for the Urban Poor (WSUP), 
Borouge, Borealis and 
Portuguese pipe extruder 
Politejo – which produced 
the pipe.

The project took place in 
the Greater Maputo region, 
which includes the country’s 
two largest cities, Maputo and 
Matola. The work included 
building water supply 
networks using HDPE PE100 
pipe, repairing existing water 
tanks, and training staff to 
manage, operate and 
maintain the pipeline systems.

“Using high-quality HDPE 
pipes made from our 

BorSafe PE100 material 
means that this upgraded 
system will last longer – and 
need less maintenance – 
than a system using PVC or 
metal pipes,” said Robin 
Bresser, head of marketing 
for pipe at Borealis. “This will 
help to ensure a sustainable 
water supply for local 
residents for years to come.”
� www.borealisgroup.com
� www.politejo.com

The project took place in Greater Maputo, which includes Mozambique’s two largest cities

http://www.plasticpipe.org/conduitcalc
http://www.nordson.com
http://www.borealisgroup.com
http://www.politejo.com
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Italy plastics machinery exports 
and production fell 6% in 2019
Italy’s machinery sector declined in 
2019 for the first time in eight years.

Figures from trade association 
Amaplast show a 6% decline in both 
production and exports. At the same 
time, machinery imports fell by nearly 
9% and the domestic market shrank by 
almost 8%.

Amaplast said a number of factors 
were behind the decline. These 
included low domestic industrial 
production and consumption, and 
international factors – such as Brexit 
and rising tensions between the USA 
and China.

“This economic instability caused a 
contraction in investments – as Industry 
4.0 incentives dried up – translating 
into a reduction in imports and 
alterations in export dynamics,” said 
Amaplast.

Machine production fell more than 
6% to a value of €4.4billion. As well a 
reduced demand for machinery, the 
Italian plastics industry also consumed 
marginally less material in 2019 – see-
ing a 1% decline to around 5.7m 
tonnes. Amaplast said this could be 
down to ‘plastic-free’ campaigns “and 
the directive against disposables”.

Total exports fell more than 6% to a 
value of just over €3bn. Exports to 
Europe were generally reduced, while 
those to Asia increased. Examples of 
this include a 22% decline in sales to 
Germany (to around €362m) and falls 
of 7% and 14% to Poland and France, 

respectively. However, sales to China 
rose by 31% (to exceed €150m) and to 
India by 14% (to exceed €93m). Sales 
to the USA rose by almost 8%, to reach 
€315m. Overall, exports of extruders 
fell 4%.

Amaplast pointed out that German 
plastics machinery companies had 
similar results in 2019 – with a 6% 
decline in production, a 5% reduction 

in imports, and a 7% fall in exports.
It added that the 2019 decline came 

before the current Coronavirus pan-
demic. Italy was the first European 
country to be affected by the pandemic.

Although the plastics industry 
continued to operate, orders were 
reduced – and output was affected, 
said Amaplast.
� www.amaplast.org

Italian Market for Plastics & Rubber Machinery (million Euros), 2019
    Change 
 2018 2019 2019/2018 (%)

PRODUCTION 4,700 4,400 -6.4

EXPORTS 3,260 3,060 -6.1

IMPORTS 1,010 920 -8.9

DOMESTIC 2450 2,260 -7.8

Source: AMAPLAST

Exports of Italian machinery by region (‘000 Euros), 2019
   Change 
 2019 Sales % of total 2019/2018 (%)

EUROPEAN UNION 1,490,020 48.7 -9.9

OTHER EUROPE 238,935 7.8 -23.8

NAFTA 469,200 15.3 -4.2

SOUTH AMERICA 141,244 4.6 +0.8

CENTRAL AMERICA 20,669 0.7 +1.0

FAR EAST 431,676 14.1 +12.6

MIDDLE EAST 91,868 3.0 +27.6

NORTH AFRICA 78,619 2.6 -27.1

OTHER AFRICA 78,458 2.6 +20.2

OCEANIA 16,134 0.5 +13.8

WORLD TOTAL 3,056,823 100 -6.2

Source: AMAPLAST

Mobile HDPE pipe extrusion opens in Florida
Tubi of Australia has 
established a mobile 
manufacturing site in 
Florida, USA.

The extrusion lines are 
used to make 500ft lengths 
of pipe at the job site. 
Previously, the Florida HDPE 

pressure pipe markets were 
geographically isolated 
from HDPE pipe manufac-
turing plants, said Tubi.

“Having direct access to 
the new Tubi plants in 
central Florida reduces 
freight and installation costs, 

improves safety, reduces 
carbon emissions and 
creates local jobs,” it said.

Tubi currently operates a 
mobile extrusion plant in 
Odessa, Texas, with plans to 
move a fourth new mobile 
extrusion plant to Tucson, 

Arizona in September.
“Establishing a base site 

in Bartow, Florida creates 
new opportunities for 
innovation and differentia-
tion,” said Marcello Russo, 
CEO of Tubi.
� www.tubigroup.com
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Extrusion machinery bucks trend 
of falling sales in North America
Sales of primary plastics 
machinery in North America 
decreased in the first 
quarter of 2020 as a result 
of Coronavirus-related 
shutdowns.

Statistics from the Plastics 
Industry Association’s 
Committee on Equipment 
Statistics (CES) reveal that 
sales fell almost 7% – to 
around US$254 million -- 
compared to the equivalent 
period in 2019. Compared 
with Q4 2019, the drop was 
almost 20%.

While total sales fell in 
Q1 2020, single-screw 
extruder sales rose by nearly 
35%, with twin-screw 
extruders up by 19%, 
compared to Q1 2019. In 
comparison with Q4 2019, 
single-screw extruders rose 
nearly 16%, and twin-screw 
extruders were down by 
about 1%.

Compared to Q1 2019, 
the value of single-screw 

and twin-screw extruders 
were significantly higher by 
34.9% and 19.3%, respec-
tively.

While total sales fell in 
the first quarter, figures for 
single-screw extruders rose 
by nearly 16%, while those 
for twin-screw extruders 
were down by about 1%.

For comparison, injection 
moulding equipment sales 
fell nearly 12% compared to 
Q1 2019, and around 24% 
compared to Q4 2019.

“First quarter shipments 
were expected to come in 
lower due to the coronavi-
rus shutdowns in March,” 
said Perc Pineda, chief 
economist at the associa-
tion. “Nevertheless, we saw 
robust growth in single-
screw and twin-screw 
shipments on a year-over-
year basis.”

Exports of plastics 
machinery in the first 
quarter grew by nearly 2% 

since Q4 2019, to exceed 
US$358m. Imports rose by 
0.5% in the same period, to 
US$746m. The USA contin-
ues to rely on Mexico and 
Canada as its first and 
second largest plastics 
machinery export markets. 
Combined exports to these 
partners exceeded 
US$153m, accounting for 
nearly 43% of all US plastics 

machinery exports. 
In its quarterly survey of 

plastics machinery suppli-
ers, CES found that nearly 
19% of respondents expect 
conditions to improve or 
hold steady in the next 
quarter – far lower than the 
69% who that felt that way in 
Q4 2019. Over the next 12 
months, nearly 23% expect 
market conditions to be 
steady-to-better, down from 
nearly 74% in the previous 
survey.

“The coronavirus pan-
demic continues to disrupt 
the manufacturing and 
service sectors of the 
economy, both impacted by 
the plastics industry. 
However, the demand for 
plastics remains fundamen-
tally healthy, particularly in 
the medical and consumer 
essentials spaces, and the 
economic slowdown is 
transitory,” said Pineda.
� www.plasticsindustry.org

Pineda: “Lower first quarter 

shipments were expected, due 

to Coronavirus shutdowns”
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The offshore oil and gas industry is one of the most 
punishing environments for materials. Extreme 
temperatures and pressures and corrosive sub-
stances are commonplace – meaning there have 
traditionally been few applications for plastics.

However, this is beginning to change. Engineer-
ing plastics and composites are able to resist these 
environments, when designed correctly into 
products. At the same time, plastics even have a 
huge advantage over 

Downhole applications
Abderrazak Traidia, senior research scientist and 
team leader at Aramco Overseas, told delegates at 
the Oil & Gas Non-Metallics conference – organised 
by AMI – that polymer composite tubing is becom-
ing more commonplace in downhole applications.

This is one of the most challenging applications 
there is – with temperatures of around 230-300F 
(110-150°C), pressures of 4,000 to 10,000psi and 
high concentrations of acidic gases such as 
hydrogen sulphide. These conditions can cause up 
to 50% losses in typical steel piping, he said.

Traditional solutions to this include coating the 
inner pipe with an epoxy-based resin, or adding a 
composite lining. While these help to boost 
corrosion resistance and cut scale build-up, they 
have limitations – such as reducing the inner pipe 
diameter.

Traidia said the ‘corrosion free’ composite 
systems are a valid alternative: they have a high 
strength-to-weight ratio, are lightweight, smooth 
and transparent to electromagnetic waves – as well 
as being spoolable.

He pointed out that composite tubing can also 

lead to substantial cost savings – through reduced 
corrosion and scale management, lower material 
costs and increased life expectancy.

However, he said there are a number of chal-
lenges to large-scale adoption – in areas including 
cost, design, operation and installation. For 
instance, there are many standard steel piping 
products in the industry – which are well under-
stood – while there is no standard for design/
qualification of composite pipe.

Other advantages for steel include: established 
commercial software for well design and analysis; a 
large operating envelope; industry procedures are 

Main image: 

Plastics are 

increasingly 

being used in 

downhole 

drilling 

operations

In the pipeline: plastics 
applications in oil and gas
Acidic gases, extreme 
pressures and high 
temperatures are just 
some of the conditions 
that plastic pipe must 
withstand in the offshore 
oil and gas industry
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geared towards steel pipe; operators have wide 
experience in steel pipe; and there are many steel 
pipe suppliers – making costs competitive.

In order to accelerate the use of composite 
tubing, an integrated non-metallic design tool is 
needed, said Traidia. This tool would need to use 
advanced modelling to account for downhole 
conditions and predict long-term performance 
envelopes. One method of modelling would be to 
predict laminate failure as a way of predicting pipe 
burst; another is to combine models in a ‘homoge-
nisation-dehomogenisation’ methodology.

Traidia highlighted a case study to determine 
the required thickness and ply stacking of a 
composite pipe, with respect to downhole pressure 
and load conditions. It used a pipe based on a 
carbon fibre-reinforced Peek Optima structural 
layer. It found that a pipe with and outside diam-
eter of 127mm and internal diameter of 78mm 
required a structural layer that was 5.5mm thick. 
This was thinner than a similar design, which used 
PVDF as the structural layer. 

“Initial feasibility shows that the material is a 
technically valid candidate for steel tubing replace-
ment,” said Traidia.

Further analysis is needed at varying tempera-
tures, he added.

PA qualification
Polyamide 12 (PA12) is an engineering plastic that 
has found broad use in the oil and gas industry – 
with different grades used for liner, reinforcement 
matrix material and elsewhere in thermoplastic 
composite pipes (TCPs).

Carsten Schuett, senior project manager for oil 
and gas composites at Evonik in Germany, told 
delegates that the material, reinforced with carbon 
fibre, has a good track record in the oil and gas 
industry – being API qualified. It has good resist-

ance to typical hydrocarbons and corrosive 
substances, works across a wide temperature range 
and has well-known and predictable long-term 
ageing behaviour.

As part of the qualification process for the 
material, Evonik put it through a number of tests to 
define its end of life criteria. Carbon fibre was 
evaluated and considered as insensitive to ageing 
within the scope of environment of applications. 
PA12 itself was considered sensitive to ageing, 
which was known in quality and kinetics. Interface 
ageing was not known in quality or kinetics.

Four approaches were taken to defining end of 
life criteria.

The first approach was to identify matrix and 
interface shear properties as indicators of degrada-
tion or embrittlement. Hydrolysis has been shown 
to be the most severe ageing mechanism in 
offshore applications. Trials using static interlaminar 
shear strength (ILSS) testing were used to deter-
mine the impact of exposure time. This included 
hot and sour water screenings – in full media 
contact – to force fast hydrolytic degradation. This 
approach determined that interface static perfor-
mance was insensitive to ageing.

The second approach – carried out with DNV-GL 
and NTNU – included further testing with a dynam-
ic ILSS approach for ageing of the matrix or 
interface. Different testing temperatures were used, 
and an additional microscopy study helped to 
evaluate failure modes. Results showed that 
dynamic fatigue testing confirmed ILSS static 
interface performance results. NTNU is now 
looking into creating a fatigue master curve for dry/
wet/saturated samples.

A third approach evaluated properties sensitive 
to ageing – such as matrix embrittlement, leading 
to a loss of fracture toughness. Here, tests showed 
no matrix embrittlement or limiting impact on 
matrix and interface performance.

“However, a pragmatic solution was needed in 
order to continue,” said Schuett.

The fourth approach took the ‘weakest link’ 
approach – considering the full TCP in collabora-
tion with DNV-GL. Liner material behaviour and 
degradation is known in terms of quality and 
kinetics: here, the composite was aged in an 
identical way to the liner. Composite fracture 
mechanics were compared with liner performance 
under identical sour conditions.

Results showed that carbon fibre-reinforced 
PA12 was barely affected by severe sour ageing 
conditions – and load transfer potential via the 
interface was not impaired.

The ‘weakest link’ approach gives a conservative 
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estimate for the structural CF PA12 part for three 
main reasons, said Schuett: diffusion is delayed by 
the liner and laminate thickness; there is a lower 
temperature in the laminate than in the liner; and 
there is a high conservatism in liner cut-off criteria.

Overall, this made it a good approach to take for 
generic material qualification, he said.

Steel rehabilitation
Steel pipe continues to be used widely in the 
offshore industry. However, its tendency to corrode 
means that it will often need to be replaced – and this 
can be done using reinforced thermoplastic pipe.

Liang Yu, chief technology officer at US-based 
Baker Hughes, told delegates how the company 
used co-extruded thermoplastic pipe to make fast 
and cost-effective repairs to corroded steel pipe.

Its Thermoflex pipe comprises multiple layers 
– of materials including polyamide, polyphenylene 
sulphide (PPS) and HDPE. A braided aramid fibre 
layer helps to increase strength-to-weight ratio and 
boost fatigue resistance.

A key factor in using the new pipe was its high 
resistance to permeation by hydrogen sulphide 
and other gases.

“The permeation coefficient through PPS is an 
order of magnitude lower than through HDPE,” 
said Yu.

This, he said, reduces hydrogen sulphide partial 
pressure on the existing steel pipe by 90%.

In this example, the company rehabilitated six 
miles of 8in steel pipe – which has more than 20 
turns and one river crossing. It has a design pressure 
of 1000psi and a design temperature of 80F (around 
27°C). Thermoflex Plus pipe, 5in in diameter, was 
pulled through the steel pipe and brought to full 
pressure. The total line was pulled in four segments 
– with a maximum single pull of two miles.

Hydrogen economy
The use of hydrogen gas as a fuel is becoming 
more widespread – mainly due to its reduced effect 
on global warming. (The only by-product of 
burning hydrogen is water.) However, in order to 
set up hydrogen pipelines – as countries such as 
The Netherlands are doing – the pipes must first be 
tested for permeability. Hydrogen is a far smaller 
molecule than methane – so its permeation must 
be understood in order to prevent leaks and 
possible explosions.

At the same time, there are no existing stand-
ards for transporting hydrogen via reinforced 
thermoplastic pipe, according to Sjoerd Jansma, 
material consultant at Kiwa Technology.

Permeation of hydrogen through a pipe must be 
tested for three main reasons: safety (ensuring a 
build-up of hydrogen does not cause an explo-
sion); contamination (maintaining hydrogen gas 
quality); and economics (ensuring hydrogen is not 
lost from the pipe).

To do this, Kiwa tested a typical thermoplastic 
composite polymer (TCP) pipe – the M570-GT H2T 
from Soluforce – assessing individual layers and the 
system as a whole. Testing the four individual layers 
(HDPE liner, aluminium gas-tight layer, reinforce-
ment layer and HDPE cover) gave a released 
volume of nearly 10 litres of hydrogen per year, per 
400m of pipe. 

A test on the complete system (1km of pipe at 
42 bar and ambient temperature) gave a value of 
around 8 litres H2/year/400m.

The materials were also tested for compatibility 
with hydrogen – being exposed to it for 2,300 
hours at 42 bar and ambient temperature. Mechan-
ical tests carried out afterwards showed no 
statistically significant differences, said Jansma.

“Results are being used to implement a com-
pletely new application for polymers,” he said.

The pipe has been certified for hydrogen 
applications up to 42 bar. The first application was 
at Groningen Seaports, where around 4km of pipe 
has been installed for hydrogen distribution.
n The next Oil & Gas Non-Metallics conference is 
held in London on 20-21 October 2020. For more 
details, contact Harriet White on +44 (0)117 924 
9442 (harriet.white@ami.international).

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� https://europe.aramco.com

� www.ami.international

� www.evonik.com

� www.bakerhughes.com

� www.kiwa.com

� www.soluforce.com
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Performance and safety appear to be the top priori-
ties for PVC stabiliser development, with many PVC 
stabilisers working on increasingly complex 
systems that contain no substances of very high 
concern (SVHCs) while still providing superior 
performance. This is especially the case in Europe, 
according to the European Stabiliser Producers 
Association (ESPA, a Cefic sector group), whose 
nine members represent over 95% of the PVC 
stabiliser industry in the region. “ESPA members 
have committed to proactively use in their systems 
only molecules which, at the current knowledge, do 
not fall under future regulatory restrictions,” says 
ESPA’s Manager, Jordi Just.

This ambition is being supported by the Addi-
tive Sustainability Footprint (ASF) tool, which is a 
recent development from the VinylPlus Additives 
Committee and is a project led by ESPA President 
Ettore Nanni (who is also President of ESPA 
member Reagens). ASF is an industry-wide 
methodology based on the Sustainability Life Cycle 

Assessment approach developed by The Natural 
Step, an NGO advisor to VinylPlus. “Through a 
10-step approach, this tool allows its users to 
assess and promote the sustainable production 
and use of PVC additives across entire product life 
cycles, including the role of additives in the 
performance of PVC products,” says Just.

The stabiliser system is the key performance 
related additive in any PVC formulation, according 
to Guido Allieri, Business Manager at Reagens. He 
says that for the processing of flexible PVC, systems 
based on liquid mixed-metal soaps (LMMs) are the 
most commonly used form of stabiliser, but solid 
stabilisers are becoming more and more important 
because of increasingly demanding technical 
requirements and calls for reduction of emissions.

Reagens manufactures a full range of liquid 
stabilisers, including products with inherent 
self-lubrication properties as well as non-lubricat-
ing types, designed to fit different application 
technologies. Allieri says that as well as its conven-
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tional products, Reagens offers systems that meet 
with low odour/low phenol and low emission 
criteria. “In harmony with these concepts, all the 
products in Reagens’ portfolio are characterised by 
the absence of chemicals that can be subjected to 
restriction by REACH regulations, like CMR catego-
ry 1 and 2, PBT and ED and other undesirable 
chemicals,” he says.

Explaining that REACH is driving the European 
chemical industry to develop safer solutions, Allieri 
highlights the SVHC list based on hazard classifica-
tion. A supplier of any product on the list needs to 
communicate the presence of that product along 
the supply chain if it is used at levels above 0.1 wt.%. 
“This is triggering the development of new chemis-
tries, and Reagens has developed a new generation 
of LMMs that are not only REACH-friendly today, but 
also REACH-friendly long term: the new liquid 
Reagens 600 & 900 Series that include products free 
from any S-VHC or potential S-VHC substances.”

Allieri says Reagens has developed a process 
that enables it to manufacture organophosphate 
intermediates free from any phenol contamination. 
This makes it possible to formulate LMM stabilisers 
(barium/zinc or calcium/zinc) that are said to have 
zero phenol. “Reagens 600 & 900 Series stabilisers 
are giving a significant contribution to reduce 
emission problems from the final articles, particu-
larly for indoor applications that have to meet more 
stringent regulatory and technical demands — floor-
ing, wall covering, etc,” he says. 

In a number of applications, typically for indoor 
uses, technical requests are driving recipes towards 
a significant reduction in emissions from the final 
article, Allieri explains. “More and more, the answer 
to these requests is in the selection of a solid COS 
[Calcium Organic Stabiliser],” he says. “Reagens’ 
Reapak range of solid COS stabilisers includes 
several grades in powder form, some of them 
available also in granules or in pastilles, to fulfil all 
technical requirements. The use of solid stabilisers is 
now increasingly possible also in plastisol opera-
tions, because of the appropriate composition and 

the physical form of the powder  — micronised — that 
allows an easy dispersion into the plastisols.”

Enhancing value
At Galata Chemicals, Vice President Peter Frenkel 
says that, in an effort to enhance the cost-in-use 
value of its additive offerings, the company has 
developed, patented and commercialised a new 
range of high efficiency solid and liquid stabilisers. 
These are designed specifically to be used in 
compounds plasticised with its Drapex Alpha 200 
and Drapex Alpha 215 bio-based plasticisers. He 
says efficiency of the new stabilisers exceeds the 
most demanding requirements. 

Required loadings of solid Mark 3600, Mark 
3601 and Mark 3602 — intended for use in general 
purpose, tarpaulin and cable PVC compounds 
respectively and all plasticised with Drapex Alpha 
200 — were 60-80% lower than those needed for 
conventional Ca/Zn stabilisers in compounds 
plasticised with conventional plasticisers, he says. 
“These heat stabilisers imparted excellent transpar-
ency and extended long-term heat stability as well 
as improved overall dynamic heat stabilising 
performance of the plasticised compounds.” 

Similarly, stabiliser loadings could be reduced 
by 50-60% when using the new liquid Mark 3610 
and Mark 3611 in combination with Drapex Alpha 
200. Frenkel says the new stabilisers considerably 
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Figure 1: Chip chart showing how a combination of Galata Chemicals’ Mark 3600 solid stabiliser and Drapex Alpha 200 plasticiser 

imparts superior long-term heat stability to a PVC compound than a combination of a Ca/Zn stabiliser and DOTP at 200°C
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outperformed conventional liquid Ca/Zn and Ba/Zn 
stabiliser/plasticiser combinations in terms of both 
static and dynamic heat stability, while imparting 
comparable transparency. 

“It is expected that incorporation of these 
high-efficiency stabilisers at reduced loadings into 
flexible PVC compounds will lead to improved 
plasticiser permanence as well as enhanced perfor-
mance of final articles,” Frenkel says. “In addition to 
the described performance attributes of the new 
liquid and solid high efficiency stabilisers, Drapex 
Alpha bio-based plasticisers also impart plasticisa-
tion efficiencies superior by 5-15% compared to 
conventional plasticisers such as DOTP and DINP.”

Galata says that incorporation of these high 
efficiency stabiliser/plasticiser combinations into 
flexible PVC compounds can result in cost-in-use 
reductions. The company adds that the Mark 3600, 
Mark 3601, Mark 3602, and Mark 3610 products 
are all suitable for use in selected food contact 
applications in the US. 

PMC Organometallix is developing what 
Clarke McGuire, Global Business Director Stabilis-
ers, says is a next generation of organotin stabilis-
ers that incorporate proprietary fatty acid ligands 

and that can be used by themselves or in conjunc-
tion with the standard 2-EHMA (ethylhexyl meth-
acrylate) ligands. The fatty acid ligands are being 
utilised in octyl- and methyl-based stabilisers to 
overcome regulatory issues with dioctyltin EHMA 
(DOTE) stabilisers, he says.

REACH restriction
“DOTE has recently undergone further REACH 
restriction in its use and alternative stabiliser 
technologies have been developed. As well as 
providing potential alternatives to DOTE, these 
materials can also bring cost and performance 
improvements against traditional methyl-based 
EHMA stabilisers,” he says.

The fatty acids are sourced from sustainable 
agricultural products and are produced by another 
company in the PMC Group, PMC Biogenix. Its 
activities are focused on speciality chemicals 
produced from renewable resources.

McGuire says a representative example in the 
new range of materials is Advastab OM-3126. The 
additive, which contains substantially less tin than 
traditional methyl-based EHMA stabilisers, has 
been shown to provide similar end-use perfor-
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mance in demanding applications such as exterior 
profiles and foam board. “Process improvements 
include lower torque as a result of the higher 
internal lubricity derived from the fatty acid 
components relative to the EHMA ligand,” he says.

PMC Organometallix is also exploring tin stabilis-
ers that are fully EHMA-free. An example is Thermo-
lite OM-3130, which McGuire says has shown 
process and finished article improvements relative to 
the use of traditional octyl-based EHMA stabilisers in 
applications such as PVC film and sheet. 

Established expertise
At Valtris Specialty Chemicals, Business Director 
Stabilisers Brenda Hollo points to an 80-year 
history of developing heat stabilisers for PVC 
applications, built up through its predecessors and 
acquisitions (notably Ferro, Lamberti and Akros).

Valtris offers state-of-the-art stabilisers free of 
TNPP (trisnonylphenol phosphite), such as Lankro-

mark LZC668 for flexible PVC food-contact applica-
tions. “Valtris continues to be the market leader in 
low-emission phenol-free liquid stabilisers for both 
ePVC and sPVC applications,” claims Hollo. Recent 
introductions are more cost-effective but techni-
cally comparable to their predecessors (Lankro-
mark LZC690 and Lankromark LZB1227) and are 
attractive in cost-sensitive market sectors where 
technical demands are increasing, she says.

The company has also recently developed 
several grades for the still fast-growing PVC floor 
covering market. Examples include Therm-Chek VT 
348P, which is a heavy metal-free one-pack stabi-
liser for highly filled rigid LVT compounds. Hollo 
says it offers “excellent internal lubrication and 
provides long-term stability at an economical price 
point.” Therm-Chek VT 117P is a non-toxic Ca/Zn 
stabiliser used in flexible/highly filled LVT layers, 
providing very good long-term stability and 
balanced rheology and lubrication. For carpet 
backing, Therm-Chek RC 995P (Ca/Zn) and 
Therm-Chek RC 996P (heavy metal-free) heat 
stabilisers have been developed to work synergisti-
cally with the Santicizer Platinum G-2000 bio-based 
plasticiser and offer what Hollo says is a sustain-
able, economical and high performing system. 

In the area of traditional tin stabilisers for rigid 
PVC, recent Valtris product introductions have 
focused on technologies using renewable carbon 
sourced solvents. The product offering now 
features two weatherable stabiliser systems — 
Akcrostab T-5322 (22% butyl tin) and Akcrostab 
T-5335 (15%) — as well as Akcrostab T-5339 (9%) 
and Akcrostab T-5336 (6%) for non-weatherable 
and substrate applications. The new systems can 
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be used to replace existing ones without any 
performance deterioration.

“Valtris has a wide range of additives for flexible 
PVC and as such is ideally positioned to provide 
complementary products to maximise the individu-
al performance of each additive,” Hollo says. She 
cites the example of its well-established heat 
stabiliser Lankromark LZB996, which is highly 
compatible with the company’s Intercide and 
Micro-Chek biocides.

Building innovations
IKA Innovative Kunststoffaufbereitung offers 
high performance EuroStab calcium-based and 
GreenStab heavy metal-free heat stabilisers. 
Although primarily targeting building product 
applications such as window profile, foam profile 
and pipe, it also provides a full range of stabilisers 

for specialist and niche applications such as rigid 
sheet, high temperature cables and high Vicat 
injection moulding. In the building product sector, 
IKA sees an ongoing trend for stabilisers imparting 
exceptional earlier colour brightness, heat stability 
and surface finish and offers systems with or without 
calcium acetylacetonate co-stabiliser additive.

“Our stabilisers can be supplied in the full range 
of product forms from powder to low dusting 
compacted granule and melted tablet, ensuring 
that we have all bases covered,” says Thomas 
Hillen, Managing Director and Head of Research at 
IKA. He says that IKA’s novel melted tablet technol-
ogy, marketed as S-granule, is produced via a 
patented production technology via extrusion and 
under-water granulation and is important in terms 
of effectiveness. “Manufactured by continuous 
process at temperatures that prevent secondary 

High-efficiency lubricant options
Sasol is introducing two new Fischer-
Tropsch lubricants, which it says are 
engineered for extrusion of PVC-U 
pipes, conduit, and profiles. Pat 
Haugen, Market Development Man-
ager Americas at the company, says the 
Sasolwax P100 and P200 products will 
have PPI and NSF approvals, making 
them suitable for potable water, 
sanitary, and waste pipes. 

The Sasolwax P100 and P200 
additions are based on an existing 
Sasol lubricant, Sasolwax B52.  This is 
described as highly external in function 
with some internal lubrication and 
metal release character. Haugen says it 

is 30 to 45% more efficient than 165F 
paraffin waxes. The new Fischer-
Tropsch products are derived from the 
fully synthetic production of wax, which 
is said to provide low impurity levels, 
high crystallinity, n-alkane linearity, low 
viscosity, excellent thermal stability and 
lubricating properties.   

According to Dr Phil Richards, 
Sasol’s Technical Leader North 
America, the Sasolwax P100 and P200 
products have been created to meet 
the industry’s need for a wider 
operating window (peak torque versus 
equilibrium torque versus nominal 
operating temperature). Haake torque 

rheometry curves show the modifica-
tions to the products provide the same 
high efficiency as Sasolwax B52, but 
with a shift toward earlier shear heat 
generation. This results in a faster 
fusion time. 

“Utilising highly efficient Fischer-
Tropsch materials means less lubricant 
to interfere with fusion during extru-
sion, reduced die swell, and less die 
build-up” says Steve Torchia, Senior 
Manager Global Polymer Additives at 
the companmy. “We have observed 
higher melt viscosity and a stiffer melt 
exuding from the dies. This means less 
die swell and enhances the calibrator’s 
role in controlling wall thickness.” 

In one series of tests, Fischer-
Tropsch waxes were compared with 
165F paraffin formulations in produc-
tion of sanitary pipes, using flood 
feeding. With the new waxes, melt 
pressures were reduced by up to 20%, 
allowing for increasing screw speed 
for output rate increases from 5 to 
15%.  Average over-weight was less 
than 5% with the Sasolwax based 
formula, against slightly over 7% with 
the 165F paraffin. “For a plant 
producing 20,000t/yr of compound, 
that 2% saving in material is worth half 
a million dollars,” says Torchia.

� www.sasol.com

http://www.sasol.com
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reactions between key stabiliser components, this 
allows a wide base of formulation flexibility to 
enhance stabiliser performance,” he says. 

Tackling dust
Peter Marschalek, Head of Global Marketing at 
Chemson Polymer-Additive, says the company 
continues to develop processes and products, 
particularly in the field of dust-free tablet systems. 
“These are tailored to all specific requirements of 
the processor/converter,” he says. “The 1K tablet is 
enjoying increasing popularity, balancing strong 
stabilisers, sensitive co-stabilisers and lubricant 
packages, and combining them into a strong 
additive system. This product line is proven for 
demanding window formulations but also for 
reliable pipe applications, such as bi-oriented PVC 
pipes (OPVC).”

Chemson is also continuing to develop additive 
systems in powder form and as press granules, 
Marschalek says. Work has also resulted in a PVC 
filament for 3D printing, which he says makes use 
of the good processing properties as well as the 
durability of the polymer. The filament, first seen at 
the Formnext 2018 additive manufacturing show in 
Frankfurt, is available under the VBEE brand.  
“VBEE requires a different degree of attention to 
3D printing details than most of the other AM/3DP 
polymer materials,” Marschalek points out. “Chem-
son’s advanced, benign stabilisation technology 
has provided remarkable and unprecedented 
thermostability for the 3D printing materials.”

Chemson is also planning to strengthen its 
global presence in China and US with an annual 
capacity expansion of 40,000 tonne, as well as 
investing around €30m in its production operations 
in Austria over the next two years.

Strategic cooperation
Other key players with expansion in mind include 
Songwon, which entered into a strategic coopera-
tion agreement with Chinese firm JiangSu Uniwel 

Chemistry Co, effective as of July 2019, to meet the 
growing need for PVC stabilisers. 

Uniwel was founded around the turn of the 
century and is now a leading supplier of PVC 
stabilisers in China. Songwon says the partnership 
will provide it with immediate access to state-of-
the-art production of liquid and solid mixed metal 
stabilisers and competitive Chinese raw materials. 
It says it will continue with its stabiliser production 
in South Korea. For customers, the cooperation 
brings an immediate capacity increase for its 
Songstab liquid and solid mixed metal stabilisers.

Songwon says it also plans to produce tin-boost-
ed calcium/zinc stabilisers at Uniwel. “Specially 
designed for pipe fittings, these stabilisers have the 
combined advantages of a high Vicat softening 
temperature, a wide processing window and a 
solid physical form, attributes favoured by numer-
ous pipe producers,” the company says. “Since the 
products contain a unique tin stabiliser with a very 
high tin content, only a low amount of tin stabiliser 
is added in the one-pack, to achieve top perfor-
mance. The main product, Songstab CZ-SF670, has 
been very well received in the market and is being 
used by a growing number of customers.”

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� www.stabilisers.eu (ESPA)

� www.reagens-group.com

� www.galatachemicals.com

� www.pmcorganometallix.com

� www.valtris.com

� www.ika-wolfen.de

� www.chemson.com

� www.songwon.com
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Inari Seppa 
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Project Management 
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Extruder technology continues to be increasingly 
sophisticated – with manufacturers working to 
boost output, reduce energy needs and add new 
levels of process control and data collection to 
their machinery.

Recently, Tecnomatic of Italy supplied a new 
laboratory and training extrusion line to the Italian 
Plastics Institute (IIP) – at its new centre of excel-
lence. The new equipment will help IIP and its sister 
organisation, Cesap to improve its services in 
plastics testing and certification.

Tecnomatic has supplied a tailor-made line with 
an extruder from its Atlas series, with an L/D ratio of 
30 and a special screw design that can manage a 
range of different materials. The extruder and line 
are controlled via the EPC (Extrusion Process 
Control) to centralise all parameters of the process, 
including the integrated loss in weight gravimetric 
system. 

Other elements of the line include a die-head 
based on spiral distributor, a 4m vacuum tank, a two-
caterpillar haul-off and a guillotine cutter.

At the same time, Tecnomatic has increased its 
presence in the Russian market by delivering four 
new extrusion lines to a pipe manufacturer there.

Orelsibgazapparat JSC, based in Oryol Oblast, 

has been developing its activities in the production 
of polyethylene pipes and fittings for water supply, 
sanitation and gas supply systems since 1997.

“In a continuous effort to enforce our market 
position – offering high quality, reliable PE pipes 
that meet all environmental requirements – we work 
on modern, high-precision equipment, using quality 
certificated raw materials and a strict quality control 
service,” said Aleksei Dubrovin, managing director 
at the company. 

“Process efficiency in terms of throughput, waste 
reduction and optimal resource utilisation is the 
natural result of these efforts.”

The company uses Tecnomatic’s Vega extruders 
– with an L/D ratio of 37 – and Venus die heads with 
internal pipe cooling (PAC), to produce HDPE 
pipes with diameters up to 400mm.

Screw design
Vega extruders are characterised by a constantly 
updated screw design, a water-cooled straight feed 
bush, and optimal plasticizing – even at high output 
rate, says Tecnomatic. The machines are equipped 
with synchronous AC motors for use in applications 
at high dynamic performances with variable 
speeds. 
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Boosting output: 
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medical tubing line
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The motors are mechanically sturdy in order to 
withstand high overloads. Effective insulation 
avoids a gradual deterioration caused by operating 
at high frequencies.

The lines are synchronised using gravimetric 
system on each extruder, to give a continuous raw 
material feed and record variations in mass 
throughput, says Tecnomatic.

Adding an edge
Egger, an Austrian-owned manufacturer of edge 
strips – which are mainly used in furniture – is using 
conical twin-screw extruders from Battenfeld-Cin-
cinnati in its Turkish operations.

Egger Dekor, based in Gebze in Turkey, is using 
several ConEx NG 65 models. Egger is mainly a 
wood processing company but uses the machines 
to make edge strips from ABS and PVC.

“In addition to ABS and PVC, which we process 
in roughly equal quantities, we make a small 
amount of special strips from PMMA,” said Ender 
Celebi, technical plant manager. “Our edge strips 
are sold in some 70 countries worldwide.”

While ABS strips are more in demand in Western 
and Central Europe, PVC strips are common in 
Eastern Europe and North America.

Egger Dekor installed its first ConEx NG 65 
extruder in 2017. Some existing components 
designed by the customer were connected to the 
extruder to form a complete line. 

When choosing the new extruders, it was impor-
tant for all raw materials to be processed on the 
same extrusion lines.

“Together with the customer, we processed 
several compounds at our technical lab in Vienna, 
to demonstrate the performance of our new 
conical extruders,” said André Wieczorek, CTO of 
Battenfeld-Cincinnati.

A long preheating zone and an optimised screw 
design ensure a balanced ratio of mechanical and 
thermal energy input – allowing different materials 
to be processed, and tool pressures of up to 520 
bar to be applied, he said.

“The new extruders have a small footprint, low 
energy consumption and modest investment costs 
in relation to their high performance,” he added.

The extruders are available in the three sizes of 
42, 54 and 65mm. For profile applications, they can 
reach outputs of 35-250 kg/h, and for pipe applica-
tions from 50 to 450 kg/h.

Medical showcase
Davis-Standard operated a TPE tubing line at the 
MD&M West show in the USA earlier this year.

The line showed its versatility by running TPE 

tubing on the first two days of the show, then 
switching to ABS filament on the final day. The line 
can process a variety of flexible tubing materials at 
speeds up to 300 feet per minute (91 m/min).

“This line is an excellent example of a space-
saving system that can be used for both medical 
and industrial tubing.

“For the purposes of the show, we wanted to 
demonstrate a smaller footprint and functionality 
for line speeds up to 300 feet per minute when 
space is a limiting factor,” said Kevin Dipollino, 
senior product manager of pipe, profile and tubing 
systems at Davis-Standard. 

“We have numerous larger scale lines like this 
one in the field, capable of running in excess of 
800 feet per minute.”

Line components included a Davis-Standard 2in 
(50mm) Super Blue Extruder with e-TPC-II controls, 
Guill spiral crosshead die and tooling, a Conair 12ft 
multipass vacuum sizing tank, a servo puller and 
automatic and transfer coiler, and Zumbach OD/ID 
wall gauge and control system. The TPE was 
supplied by Teknor Apex.

The line also features a turn sheave to enable 
processing at a 90-degree angle to accommodate 
additional space limitations – such as those found 
in cleanroom environments.

The TPE tubing that ran at the show measured 
0.145in outside diameter and 0.0108in inside 
diameter.

The DS-eTPC II control is a popular option for 
medical tubing processors. It has a 15in (380mm) 
viewing screen with multi-touch capabilities to 
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enable zoom-in and out, as well as 
extruder control for up to three extruders with 
real-time and historical data trending. 

The DS-eTPC also has integration capabili-
ties for vendor downstream equipment to 
enable communication and line control 
from one location.

Other benefits include: an increase of 
heat-only zones from four to eight, with an 
option up to 20; two auxiliary drives; a 
remote set-point; and speed trim via discrete 
inputs from gauging equipment.

Close control
KraussMaffei presented its new EasyTrace data 
collection system at K2019 last year. The modular 
system gathers relevant plastics processing 
production data and transfers it to specific custom-
er systems – such as MES – for evaluation. It can be 
applied to extruders, injection moulding machines, 
automation and peripherals, according to Krauss-
Maffei.

EasyTrace acts as a central data hub between 
the individual levels of production, and creates 
more transparency over the entire value chain to 
boost quality assurance, says the company.

While sophisticated machines communicate 
with their production environment, the various 
protocols are not always fully compatible, says 
KraussMaffei. 

It says that EasyTrace acts as an ‘interpreter’ 
between machines of different generations, types, 
brands and instruments.

KraussMaffei says that making data available for 
evaluation – by an MES system, for instance – is 

essential, particularly in the age of Industry 4.0. 
These systems should be as simple as possible and 
not overloaded with powerful IT systems. However, 
this is a shortcoming of most solutions – and as 
such, they are not tailored to plastics processing 
says the company. 

EasyTrace acquires information from various 
systems – such as material dryers, processing 
machines, automation systems and scanners. The 
company says that its special feature is the ability to 
support most interfaces on the market – including 
E63, Profinet and E77.

“This makes it possible to integrate machines 
from different manufacturers or older machines 
into digital production,” said the company.

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� www.tecnomaticsrl.net

� www.battenfeld-cincinnati.com

� www.davis-standard.com

� www.kraussmaffei.com
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Despite another increase in recycling last year, 
VinylPlus – the voluntary recycling commitment of 
the European PVC industry – is still marginally short 
of its stated target.

According to the latest VinylPlus progress report 
– which covers activities in 2019 – recycling of PVC 
in Europe now exceeds 770,000 tonnes. This puts it 
more than 96% of the way to its goal of recycling 
800,000 tonnes/year – which it needs to meet by 
the end of this year.

Being so close to its 2020 target, VinylPlus has 
since set a new goal: to recycle 900,000 tonnes/
year by 2025 – and at least 1 million tonnes/year by 
2030. It is also in the process of setting further 
targets for the future.

Brigitte Dero, managing director of VinylPlus, 
said: “Each progress report is an opportunity for 
the industry to reflect on its achievements and on 
future challenges and opportunities. With the 
culmination of VinylPlus in sight, we are building a 
new programme towards 2030 – which will be 

launched in May 2021.”
However, the economic slowdown caused by 

the Coronavirus pandemic may even see PVC 
recycling fall this year, said VinylPlus.

The latest progress report reveals that the 
European PVC industry recycled 771,313 tonnes of 
PVC last year, a total rise of around 4%. This is far 
lower than the 16% rise in recycling seen between 
2017 and 2018.

“Market conditions for recycling were difficult in 
2019,” said Dero. “Converters appeared to choose 
virgin materials over recyclate, due to the compara-
tively low price of virgin PVC. Brexit also created 
uncertainty in the UK – which so far has been one of 
the most active recycling countries.”

Another reason for the small rise in recycling is a 
dip of around 5% in the recycling of PVC cables. 
The total volume reclaimed in 2019 was around 
142,000 tonnes (down from around 151,000 
tonnes in 2018). According to the report: “More 
PVC waste was available from cables – particularly 

Main image: 

Almost half of 

Europe’s 

recycled PVC in 

2019 was from 

window 

profiles and 

other building 

equipment

VinylPlus still short of its 
2020 PVC recycling target

The European PVC industry is still marginally 
short of meeting its 2020 recycling target – 
at a time when the Coronavirus slowdown 
may cause recycling to actually fall this year
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Europe 
recycled 
more than 
770,000 
tonnes of 
PVC in 2019

Source:
VinylPlus

in the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Poland 
and the UK – due to reduced exports to China.”

Profile building
Window profiles and related building products 
accounted for just over 363,000 tonnes of material 
– 47% of the total. This represents an 11% increase 
in the amount of material recycled, compared to 
2018. Because window profiles typically have long 
lifespans, those being recycled may contain 
additives – such as lead stabilisers – that have since 
been phased out in the European Union.

Although the European Commission – backed 
by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) – pro-
posed allowing this recyclate to be used, it was 
voted down by the European Parliament. VinylPlus 
says that, if this ruling were finalised, much of the 
PVC recycled in the EU would effectively be 
unrecyclable – and may end up in landfill. 

In his foreword to this year’s report, Stefan 
Sommer, chairman of VinylPlus, said: “Legacy 
additives remain a thorny issue, and represent the 
main threat to our recycling targets.”

In 2019, window profiles trade body EPPA began 
a technical project aimed at understanding the 
potential hazard classification under European 
waste legislation of rigid PVC containing legacy 
additives. The study is investigating whether 
end-of-life PVC windows contain substances 
classified as ‘HP 14’ (Hazardous Properties ecotoxic).

Dero added: “We are in the middle of the legisla-
tive process on lead additives, and the discussion 
between the European Parliament and European 
Commission is underway. The delayed legislative 
process raises uncertainty in the recycling industry 
and postpones investment decisions.”

Recyclate for pipe
Recycling of PVC pipe and fittings increased 
slightly in 2019 – rising around 3% to exceed 
85,000 tonnes.

Over the past three years, the use of recycled 
PVC in pipe systems by members of The European 
Plastic Pipe & Fittings Association (Teppfa) has 
declined – settling at around 40,000 tonnes/year – 
according to the report.

Because the potential for recycling is much 
higher, Teppfa has begun a project to test increased 
levels of recyclates in pipe systems and demonstrate 
the performance of the final products. Co-extrusion 
is a proven technology and could be suited to 
increasing the use of recyclates, it said. However, 
take-up of the technology is limited by customer 
acceptance: for instance, multi-layer pipe systems 
are not currently allowed in the Nordic countries, 
Austria and Belgium. There is also a lack of material 
at the right price and of suitable quality, said the 
report. Teppfa is working on a new approach to 
increase R-PVC uptake in solid-wall pipes – such as 
sewer pipes approved to the EN 1401 standard.

Alternative methods
VinylPlus is looking beyond pure mechanical 
methods of recycling PVC. For instance, the 
Thermovinyl project assesses the environmental 
characteristics of the PVC waste treatment process-
es in Swiss waste-to-energy plants. Some plants use 
the SolVair process to neutralise hydrochloric acid 
(HCl) gas by sodium bicarbonate, and recover 
residual sodium chemicals (mainly NaCl). These are 
then recycled in a separate dedicated plant.  

Chemical recycling – in which a plastic such as 
PVC is broken down into its constituent chemical 
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components – is also under consideration. The 
Oreade chemical plant in France began a pilot 
project in 2019, using chemical recycling on 
roofing membranes. However, a fire at the plant 
has delayed this project.

“We treated in total 300 tonnes of PVC waste 
– either flooring or tarpaulins – in 2019,” said Dero. 
“For now the trials at the Oreade chemical plant 
have been stopped. We are looking at alternative 
solutions.”

Despite this setback, this type of technique is 
being actively considered as a way of recycling 
certain types of PVC.

“Chemical recycling could contribute by 
allowing the recycling of PVC waste that is difficult 
to recycle mechanically – such as because it is part 
of a composite material or is too contaminated. But 
no fully technology-ready solution is available yet,” 
she said.

Recycling slump
The figures in the VinylPlus progress report predate 
the Coronavirus pandemic, so were unaffected by 

it. However, the subsequent economic slowdown 
has had a serious effect on recycling in Europe. 

“Recycling operations were nearly normal across 
Europe until mid-March, but then the situation 
deteriorated rapidly,” she said. “This was due to 
lack of demand, lack of supply, reduced workforce 
availability, and government lock-down decisions.”

Another factor was that the cost of virgin PVC 
collapsed – in line with global oil prices – making it 
cheaper than recycled PVC. The situation was felt 
across the whole plastics recycling industry – which 
has now effectively closed down (see box story on 
this page)

Dero says it is hard to assess the impact of the 
current situation on this year’s recycling volume – 
but accepts that VinylPlus may even miss its target. 

“It will be very difficult to compensate the 
volumes that have been lost since mid-March – but 
we will do what we can,” she said.

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� www.vinylplus.eu

� www.plasticsrecyclers.eu

European recycling “closes production”
In mid-June, the European plastics 
recycling industry said it was “closing 
production due to the current market 
developments caused by the Cov-
id-19 pandemic”. It said that lack of 
demand (due to the closure of 
converting plants), record low prices 
of virgin plastics and decreased 

activity globally were to blame.
Ton Emans, president of trade body 

Plastics Recyclers Europe (PRE), said: 
‘If the situation persists, and no action 
is taken, plastics recycling will cease to 
be profitable. This will hamper the 
attainment of the EU recycling targets 
and put in jeopardy the transition 

towards circular plastics.”
In such a case, recyclable plastic 

waste would have to be sent to landfill 
or incinerated, he said. PRE has asked 
the EU and member states to support 
the recycling sector in their recovery 
plans and to continue implementing 
circular economy measures.

Above: Dero: 

“Market 

conditions for 

recycling were 

difficult in 

2019”

Follow us on...
Be the first to know when we publish a new edition, 

plus updates on our conferences and useful links.

www.twitter.com/plasticsworld

http://www.vinylplus.eu
http://www.plasticsrecyclers.eu
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ACRYLICS

PPA

Teknor Apex has devel-
oped a series of acrylic 
compounds for highly 
weatherable, dark-col-
oured capstock layers in 
PVC exterior products such 
as windows and sidings.

Its entire range of 
capstocks is now branded 
as Weatherguard.  

After 10,000 hours in 
QUV accelerated weather-
ing tests, Weatherguard 
WG-8000 compounds 
exhibited a colour change 
of less than 1 Delta E for 
black, a significant im-
provement over an 
industry standard acrylic 
grade with comparable 

Ultramid polyphthalamide grade 
can be extruded into stock shapes
BASF has developed a grade of 
polyphthalamide (PPA) that can be 
extruded into semi-finished parts.

The new grade, Ultramid Advanced 
N5H UN, a polyphthalamide (PPA), 
offers high mechanical properties at 
elevated temperatures due to its 
semi-aromatic chemical structure. It 
has good resistance to chemicals and 
hydrolysis, and good sliding friction 
properties – all at temperatures above 
100°C. Its low water uptake helps to 
maintain its mechanical properties 
over a wide temperature range -- even 
in humid environments.

Plastics company Gehr, based in 
Mannheim in Germany, is using the 
material to make extruded stock 
shapes with diameters of 50mm.

These shapes are machined into 
parts for applications in, for example, 
the automotive industry. During 

machining, the behaviour of the 
semi-finished products lies between a 
polyamide and a polyoxymethylene 
copolymer – with steady and consist-
ent chip formation and removal.

“Gehr is the first company to 
successfully use a PPA for extrusion. 
With its expertise in extrusion, it has 

developed stock shapes that can be 
produced without any voids,” said 
Philipp Wenz, group head in sales of 
BASF’s Performance Materials division. 

He says that, while BASF is not 
certain this is the first use of PPA for 
semi-finished parts, the material is not 
typically used in this type of application.

“One reason for this might be that 
usual PPAs cannot be extruded very 
well,” he said.

Bernhard Grosskinsky, head of 
application technology at Gehr, 
added: “The material is far easier to 
process compared to other PPAs on 
the market. It gives us a wide process-
ing window with a high melt stability. 
Another advantage of the material is 
that it is easy to produce finished 
components – from the semi-finished 
products – by post-processing.”
� www.basf.com

Capstock compounds for dark colours
physical properties. This 
accelerated weathering 
performance is coupled 
with a high resistance to a 
phenomenon called ‘water 
whitening’ – a weathering 
defect caused by high 
humidity and rapid tem-

perature changes that is 
most notable in dark 
colours.

This combination is ideal 
for applications where high 
aesthetics are required, 
according to John Macalu-
so, industry manager for 

building and construction in 
the vinyl division of Teknor 
Apex.

“These compounds 
exhibit similar or improved 
impact-resistance in compari-
son with acrylics commonly 
used in capstock applications 
today,” he said. “We can 
modify the base technology 
to meet specific gloss 
targets, and customise 
processing properties, 
making it unnecessary for 
building product manufactur-
ers to retool. This is particu-
larly valuable in the case of 
complex profiles such as 
window and door profiles.”
� www.teknorapex.com

http://www.basf.com
http://www.teknorapex.com
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PIPE EXTRUSION

Fifth line 
sold to 
Cambodia
Amut of Italy recently sold 
a fifth pipe extrusion line 
to Cambodia’s Chip Mong 
Group – which it says is a 
further step in its growth 
in Asia.

Chip Mong’s existing 
four Amut lines are used 
to extrude a number of 
products, including PVC 
pipe for electrical and 
sewage applications, and 
flexible and corrugated 
pipe in both HDPE and 
PVC.

The new line is de-
signed to produce PVC 
pipe in diameters from 63 
to 250mm, at outputs of 
600 kg/h.
� www.amutgroup.com

INSTALLATION

JOINING

TD Williamson (TDW) says that its Polystopp quick connect system allows operators to 
isolate a polyethylene (PE) gas pipeline twice as fast as other methods – while preventing 
damage associated with squeezing.

TDW says that it takes less than 10 minutes to tap and isolate a pipeline using this 
system. A technician can install the tapping, plugging and completion machines onto the 
valve in about 20 seconds each, and removal is just as fast.

“Faster isolation decreases job time and increases efficiency while preserving pipeline 
integrity, which maximises value to the operator,” said Ryan Ragsdale, HT&P senior prod-
uct manager.

All components are made of aluminium, including the valve and tapping, plugging 
and completion machines. That makes it light enough for one person to lift.

The system is available worldwide for 4-8in pipelines up to 10 bar (150 psi). TDW is 
currently developing technology for 12in pipelines.

Earlier this year, TDW introduced its ProStopp DS isolation tool, 
which it says is the only low-pressure double block and bleed technol-
ogy specifically designed for the gas distribution market.

“Because we understand that the gas distribution industry is truly a 
lifeline for everyday citizens, TDW is constantly looking to develop technology that will 
enable operators to enhance pipeline integrity and do it faster, easier and more safely,” 
according to Ragsdale.
� www.tdwilliamson.com

Fusing 10,000ft of pipe in 
Honolulu done in six days
Contractors have installed 
10,000 feet of HDPE pipe 
in a canal in Hawaii in just 
six days, using a range of 
equipment from McElroy.

The contractor, Pacific 
Pump and Power, used two 
TracStar fusion machines, 
two DataLogger 6s units, 
several pipe rollers – and 
two McElroy technicians. 
The team fitted the 8in 
pipe at an average of 21 
fusions a day, per machine, 
said the company.

“My crews work hard to 
be efficient when we are 
fusing so we can get a lot 
done in as minimal time as 
possible without skimping 
on any of the standards,” 

Fast isolation of PE pipelines

said Paul Leonard, general 
manager with Pacific Pump 
and Power. “Everything was 
logged and uploaded to the 
Vault so you can see exactly 
what they did and their 
timelines.”

The fusion machines 
were situated on top of 
barges on the Ala Wai Canal 
in Honolulu, where there 
was constant up-and-down 
movement. However, they 
were able to fuse in the 
same location as the 
growing string of fused pipe 
was pulled upstream.

The canal lies next to the 
Waikiki tourist district and 
was created as a primary 
drainage corridor. The 

temporary HDPE pipeline 
was built to carry away 
dredged material from the 
canal.

Fusion operator Reid 
Merck said that they use 
PolyHorses on all their jobs. 
“It keeps our pipe level and 
makes it easier to move 
around the jobsite,” he said. 
“They’re good for fusing 
long runs.”

He added that DataLog-
gers are also a regular 
feature of installations. “We 
don’t fuse without it. 
Sometimes they ask for logs 
on our joints. If anything 
happens, it’s backup 
assurance,” he said.
� www.mcelroy.com

http://www.amutgroup.com
http://www.tdwilliamson.com
http://www.mcelroy.com
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UNICOR: PIPE CORRUGATION

STRUKTOL: PLASTIC ADDITIVES

ZUMBACH: MEASUREMENT CONTROL

SICA: PIPE PROCESSING

This brand new 48-page 
brochure from Unicor 
provides detailed insight 
into the design, 
production, applications 
and advantages of 
corrugated pipes. It 
includes specification 
data on the company’s 
wide range of pipe 
corrugation equipment.

Struktol offers an 
extensive range of 
additives to enhance 
processing and 
performance of virgin and 
recycled plastic 
compounds. Products 
range from dispersants 
and wetting agents, 
through lubricants to 
compatibilisers.

This eight-page brochure 
details the main features 
of Zumbach’s Wallmaster 
measurement and control 
system for improving 
product quality, process 
stability and data capture 
in plastic tube and pipe 
extrusion applications.

This brochure from Sica 
covers the company’s full 
range of performance 
pipe finishing equipment 
including its novel TRS-W 
cutting and chamfering, 
Unibell electric belling 
and robotised packaging 
machines.
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Struktol Company of America 
Stow, Ohio | USA 

 
 

Call us at 330.928.5188 
email us at plastics@struktol.com 
or visit us at www.4struktol.com 
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Next Level Performance 

STRUKTOL® Innovative Additives are designed to help you enhance compound processing. 

 TR 251 – dispersant and wetting agent for pigments and fillers providing anti-static 
characteristics and surface energy modification 

 TR 055 – offers external lubricity for improved flow and metal release for improved 
processing and end product properties, including better fogging characteristics. 

 RP 11 – for controlled viscosity reduction in polypropylene combining vis-breaking 
capabilities with lubrication and metal release properties 

 TR 052 – high performance polymer blend compatibilizer that also provides improved 
dispersion and viscosity reduction 

 TR 229 – unique combination of lubricant and compatibilizer that provides improved 
blending dispersion and viscosity reduction for engineered plastics 

  BENEFITS: 

 Viscosity Reduction 

 Improved Mold or Die Release 

 Enhanced Filler Dispersion 

 Faster Throughput Rates 

 These lubricants can be added at the mixer, compounding extruder or dosed into the hopper 
feeder.  Levels as low as 0.5 – 2% can obtain favorable results. 

WALLMASTER

•
•
•
•

 Medical 
 Automotive 
 Sanitary/Heating 
 All Plastics 
 and Rubber

ID / OD / WALL 
Measuring and Control Systems

 for Plastic Tubing

DELIVER
VALUEwe

www.sica-italy.com  info@sica-italy.com

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD
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Download these new
product brochures

If you would like your brochure to be included on this page, please contact
Claire Bishop claire.bishop@ami.international. Tel: +44 (0)1732 682948

Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF to your PC or smartphone

DAVIS-STANDARD: PIPE & PROFILE

Davis-Standard supplies a 
wide range of extruders 
and extrusion systems for 
pipe, profile and tubing 
applications, including 
medical tubing. This 
brochure details the 
range of equipment 
available and key 
performance benefits.

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

FREE READING: PLASTICS PARADOX

Plastics consultant Chris 
DeArmitt examined more 
than 400 peer-reviewed 
scientific articles to 
present this interesting 
perspective on plastics 
and the environment. 
Compounding World 
subscribers can read the 
entire book for free.

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD



Head office:  Troisdorf, Germany

CEO:  Peter Mrosik

Founded:  2003

Ownership:  Private

Sales (2019):  Around €700m

Employees:  Around 3,500

Profile:  PVC profiles manufacturer Profine was founded in 2003 – though this was a 
reorganisation of the existing HT Troplast business under a single roof. The history 
of some of its subsidiary brands – including Kommerling, Trocal and KBE – 
stretches back much further: Kommerling was founded in 1897, while KBE began 
life in 1980. Profine now supplies its products to 89 countries.

Product lines:  The company makes and sells its products under its three brand names. KBE is 
focused on window profiles, offering 70, 76 and 88mm systems. Its most recent, 
the KBE 70, includes a double seal. Kommerling recently developed its Unity 
product, which combines PVC and aluminium cladding. The product can be 
modularly designed and is based on the company’s 76 centre seal system. Trocal 
is also a global brand, selling sliding systems, shutters and ancillaries in addition to 
its window and door systems.

Factory locations:  The company has a total of 29 sites in 22 countries. As well as having two 
production sites in Germany, it has others in China, France, India, Italy, Spain, 
Russia, Ukraine and USA. Its total output is around 450,000 tonnes of profiles per 
year. Profine recently acquired UK-based Aperture – giving it a manufacturing base 
in the country for the first time. 

Profine

The next issues of Pipe and Profile Extrusion magazine will have 
special reports on the following topics:

September 2020
Window profile developments

Downstream equipment
Large diameter pipes
PEWE Essen preview

October 2020
PVC-O pipe

Pipe inspection
Materials handling
PEWE USA preview

Editorial submissions should be sent to Lou Reade: lou@pipeandprofile.com 

For information on advertising in these issues, please contact:
Claire Bishop: claire.bishop@ami.international Tel: +44 (0)1732 682948

Levent Tounjer: levent.tounjer@ami.international Tel: +44 (0)117 314 8183

To be considered for ‘Extruder of the Month’, contact the editor on lou@pipeandprofile.com

FORTHCOMING FEATURES

EXTRUDER OF THE MONTH
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Top right: PPE May 2020
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1utvq/PPEMay20/index.html

CR:  PRW May June 2020
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A42x3p/PRWMayJun20/index.html

BR: FSE June 2020
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1uuff/FSEJun20/index.html

Take out your own FREE subscriptions to any of the magazines.
Click on the logos below to simply register on-line.

Keep informed: read
our latest editions
AMI publishes five process-specific FREE plastics industry magazines.
Simply click on the cover below to read each magazine. Or download
the issue in the relevant Apple or Android app

Compounding World
July 2020
The July edition of 
Compounding World 
magazine finds out what the 
Covid-19 pandemic has meant 
for the antimicrobials sector. It 
also looks at developments in 
colour measurement, liquid 
feeding and melt filtration.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Pipe and Profile
May 2020
The May edition of Pipe and 
Profile Extrusion magazine 
examines some of the latest 
developments in the medical 
tubing sector. It also looks at 
innovations in pressure pipes, 
pipe dies and pipe joining 
technology.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Plastics Recycling World
May/June 2020
The May/June edition of 
Plastics Recycling World looks 
at the industry’s lingering 
problem of bad odours. It also 
reviews the latest 
developments in high 
performance shredders and 
explores the world of polymer 
compatibilisers.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Film and Sheet
June 2020
The June edition of Film and 
Sheet Extrusion magazine 
takes a look at some of the 
latest developments in 
printing systems. It also 
explores new ideas in pouch 
packaging, blown film control 
technology and downstream 
equipment.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Pipe and Profile
June 2020
The June 2020 edition of Pipe 
and Profile Extrusion looks at 
how the rise in digital 
operations is influencing the 
way that profile dies are being 
designed and operated. Plus 
features on corrugated pipe, 
PEX pipe and PVC recycling.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Injection World
June 2020
The June issue of Injection 
World has features on the 
diversification of uses for 
bio-sourced polymers, new 
developments in 3D printing 
and the benefits of good 
energy management, plus 
news on the industry impact of 
Covid-19.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

http://www.compoundingworld.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.filmandsheet.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.injectionworld.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.pipeandprofile.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.plasticsrecyclingworld.com/


GLOBAL EXHIBITION GUIDE

AMI CONFERENCES

For information on all
these events and other

conferences on film,
sheet, pipe and

packaging applications, see

www.ami.international

9-13 September Taipei Plas, Tapei, Taiwan POSTPONED www.taipeiplas.com.tw

10-12 September Plasti & Pack, Lahore, Pakistan https://plastipacpakistan.com

7-8 October Plastics Extrusion World Expo Europe, Essen, Germany https://eu.extrusion-expo.com

13-17 October Fakuma, Friedrichshafen, Germany www.fakuma-messe.de

29-31 October MECSPE, Parma, Italy www.mecspe.com

4-5 November Plastics Extrusion World Expo USA, Cleveland, USA www.extrusion-expo.com/na/

10-13 November Plastimagen, Mexico City, Mexico POSTPONED www.plastimagen.com.mx

24-27 November Argenplas, Buenos Aires, Argentina www.argenplas.com.ar

1-5 December Equiplast, Barcelona, Spain POSTPONED www.equiplast.com

14-17 December Interplas Thailand, Bangkok, Thailand www.interplasthailand.com

9-11 March JEC World, Paris, France www.jec-world.events

1-4 April Plastics, Printing & Packaging, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania NEW DATE www.expogr.com/tanzania/pppexpo

13-16 April Chinaplas, Shenzhen, China www.chinaplasonline.com

4-7 May Plast 2021, Milan, Italy www.plastonline.org/en

17-21 May NPE 2021 www.npe.org

15-18 June FIP, Lyon, France www.f-i-p.com

22-25 June Colombiaplast, Bogota, Colombia NEW DATE www.colombiaplast.org 

29 June – 1 July Interplas, Birmingham, UK NEW DATE www.interplasuk.com

27-28 October 2020 Plastic Pipes in Infrastructure, Hamburg, Germany

2-3 November 2020 Profiles North America, Cleveland, OH, USA

2-4 November 2020 Plastics Regulations Europe, Cologne, Germany

3 November 2020 Plastics Regulations North America, Cleveland, OH, USA

3-4 November 2020 Chemical Recycling Europe, Hamburg, Germany

1-2 December 2020 Conductive Plastics Europe, Munich Germany

2-3 February 2021 Polymers in Cables North America, Charlotte, NC, USA
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Brought to you by: Proudly supported by:

7– 8 October, 2020 

ESSEN, GERMANY

4 – 5 November, 2020 

CLEVELAND, OHIO

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

https://www.ami.international/events/upcoming
http://www.ami.international
http://www.compoundingworld.com/
http://www.filmandsheet.com/
http://www.pipeandprofile.com/
http://www.plasticsrecyclingworld.com/
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
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